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Toothpaste for strong gum and teeth, gentle with SLS FREE formula

There are benefits for all stages of oral care, safe for tartar,

suitable for all the family

- Reduce the accumulation of bacteria

- Removes plaque, reude limestone

- Teeth clean

- Refresh oral

- Anti-inflammatory

- Reduce hypersensitive teeth

- Maintenance gums and teeth healthy

- Reduce bad breath

- Fresh breath

"FOR GOOD ORAL HYGIENE"



Components Properties
Creatine

     - Protects the lining of the mouth by prevent the damage of cell membrane.

     - Can retain water In the lining of the mouth, keep your mouth moist, reduce dry mouth.

     - Fight against gingivitis and periodontal disease by stimulate the growth of Fibroblast 

       and strongthen the gums and teeth.

Hydrated Silica

      - With micrometer-sized particles which makes it smallest size and high-performance cleaning, 

        gently without damaging the enamel

     - Remove the plaque and stains very well so it can reduce the accumulation of bacteria 

       which is the cause of bad breath and gum disease.

Nano Trikosan

     100 nm particles contain the Trikosan. It can inhibit bacteria that cause gum disease and tooth 

decay, reduce the formation of plaque and reduce bad breath.

Potassium nitrate

     Cover small plug connection that existing between the teeth and the tooth nerve so it can 

stop the process of passing a tooth nerve, reduce and prevent a hypersensitive teeth.

Vitamin C

     Antioxidant, have a property to increased immunity to the body and maintain healthy gums.

Myrrh herbal extracts

     Consist of aromatherapy. have a property to reduce the accumulation of bacteria, reduce 

plaque and prevent gingivitis.

Echinacea Herbal Extract

     Maintain healthy gums, has anti-inflammatory properties, relieve the pain of gingivitis.

Xylitol

     Sweeteners instead of sugar that is not food for bacteria, reduces the accumulation of 

bacteria in the mouth and prevent tooth decay.

Clove oil

    Essential oil of cloves will relief and reduce inflammation of gums and teeth. 

Peppermint oil

     - Essential oils of natural mint, have a property of inhibit disease, maintain balance 

       and reduce pain.

     - Good cool aroma, make a fresh feeling, stimulate the enthusiasm.


